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Abstract. Firms have been increasingly hiring “freelance” human capital to perform contracted
work for them. We define freelance human capital as highly skilled individuals who provide
contractual services to firms on a short-term basis. In this chapter, we analyze the challenges and
opportunities for firms when using freelance human capital. We address questions such as how firms
can utilize freelance human capital to develop and improve their performance, how firms can limit
the mobility of freelance human capital in order to sustain a competitive advantage, and how firms
can manage a workforce that includes both permanent human capital and freelance human capital.
We draw on the theories of strategic human capital, resource-based view, and transaction cost
economics to understand the firm’s perspective on hiring and managing freelance human capital. 
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1. Introduction

Freelance human capital is a type of nonstandard work arrangement that
comprises a large percentage of the workforce (Ashford, George, & Blatt, 2007;
Barley & Kunda, 2006; Belous, 1989; Cappelli & Keller, 2013a,b; Connelly &
Gallagher, 2004; George & Chattopadhyay, 2005; Kalleberg, 2000; Lepak &
Snell, 1999; Mangum, Mayall, & Nelson, 1985; Marler, Barringer, & Milkovich,
2002; Osterman, 2000; Pfeffer & Baron, 1988). According to a 2014 survey by
the Freelancers Union and Elance-oDesk, 34% of the American workforce or 53
million individuals are freelancers3 (Fox, 2014). While the majority of freelance
human capital is classified as independent contractors, freelance human capital
may also include temporary, part-time, seasonal, and other nonstandard workers,
depending on the contractual arrangements between the freelancer and the firm.
We draw on the vast research on freelance human capital, and focus on the firm-
level perspectives in this chapter.

Freelance human capital differ from permanent human capital in several
aspects of the work environment. First, freelance human capital have more
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autonomy and independence that allow them to simultaneously work on multiple
projects for multiple firms (Storey, Salamn, & Platman, 2005). They have less
loyalty to a particular firm, and therefore can reject certain assignments that they
are not comfortable working on. The freelancer’s independence comes at the cost
of having to generate more social capital and networks in order to attract new
clients. Successful freelancers possess strong social capital that enables them to
get more business (Born & Witteloostuijn, 2013). In order to manage their
autonomy and multiple clients, freelancers tend to have more flexibility with
which to manage their work-life balance (Born & Witteloostuijn, 2013). Even
though freelance human capital possess flexibility in work hours, research shows
that they tend to work long hours and maintain a tight schedule (Evans, Kunda, &
Barley, 2004). One possible reason that freelance human capital do so is to deal
with environmental risks, such as fluctuations in the business cycle that changes
the economic environment in ways that either suddenly increase or decrease the
demand for freelancers (Evans et al., 2004; Storey et al., 2005). By overbooking
their schedule, freelance human capital can buffer themselves in times of less
business.

In the next section, we analyze the motivations of firms to hire freelance
human capital, and begin to explain the challenges of using them. Then, we bring
in three theories from strategy—strategic human capital, resource-based view,
and transaction cost economics—to shed light on how a firm can generate value
from hiring freelance human capital. Subsequently, we analyze how firms are
managing the blended workforce, which includes the management of freelance
human capital with the firm’s permanent human capital. Finally, we conclude
with emerging trends and future opportunities of research.

2. Literature Review

Freelance human capital are often comprised of ex-employees, who left their prior
firm to become independent contractors (Belous, 1989). As a freelancer, the
individual has several immediate options in terms of finding firms to work for,
starting with their former employer, but also the clients, suppliers, and
competitors of their former employer. Freelancers no longer need to maintain as
much loyalty to the firm as when the individual was once part of the firm as an
employee. In addition, they may not need to invest in additional firm-specific
human capital, and instead can focus on using and developing their general
human capital on the firm’s project (Becker, 1964). However, the freelance
human capital working for a prior firm may already possess some loyalty to the
firm and may have developed some firm-specific human capital that can be
redeployed inside the firm. Therefore, both the firm and ex-employee turned
freelancer may benefit from forming a contractual relationship.
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While both startups and established firms can benefit from the strong
experience that freelance human capital possess, startups may benefit more.
Startups typically need assistance in the management and learning of the best
practices for their operations and business development. These firms are less
likely to possess such experience, and often cannot spend much time investing in
the training and development of such talent, let alone know what to train this
talent in. Freelance human capital can fill this role by using their experience to
help the entrepreneur. In this regard, freelance human capital are considered
enablers and facilitators in the market for startups and thus are contributing to an
innovation-driven economy (Burke, 2011, 2015). For the startup, hiring freelance
human capital for a short-period of time to help get their business up and running
is more beneficial than hiring and investing in long-term permanent human
capital. In other instances, startups may have to use freelance human capital since
they cannot find permanent human capital. For example, the Indian School of
Business began with a majority of its faculty comprised of visiting professors. 

Established firms typically choose freelance human capital because paying
them to work on a particular short-term project is also cheaper than hiring long-
term permanent human capital for such work. However, at the completion of the
project, the freelance human capital is mobile in the marketplace. Even if
freelancers have fewer options in the labor market, they may not be able to stay
at their prior firm beyond the length of their contract. Firms can terminate the
freelancer at the completion of their term or project and need not renew their
contract. This enables the established firm to maintain accurate forecasts of their
freelance human capital and also have flexibility in their use of them, for example
in times of economic contractions. 

In the end, both firms and freelancers, and in some cases the firm’s clients,
have to work together to make the relationship successful (Gable, 1996; George
& Chattopadhyay, 2005; Von Hippel, Mangum, Greenberger, Heneman, &
Skoglind, 1997). Clarifying project expectations of both the firm and freelancer
in the written contract are important to have a successful relationship. While
freelance human capital are often characterized by flexibility and lower costs to
the firm (Barker & Christensen, 1998; Von Hippel et al., 1997), are firms actually
better off bringing in freelance human capital compared to permanent human
capital? In addition, it is important to investigate what firms may be required to
do, more than simply hiring freelancers, in order to generate a competitive
advantage (Davis-Blake & Uzzi, 1993; Uzzi & Barsness, 1998). In the next
section, we draw on the theories of human capital, resource-based view, and
transaction costs to understand the decision to bring in freelance human capital.
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3. Theories from Strategy

Firms often seek to hire freelance human capital, who are specialized and highly-
skilled individuals from the labor market. Firms desire to use the freelancer’s
knowledge, skills, and abilities to improve the firm’s performance (Burke &
Cowling, 2015). However, by definition, freelance human capital are short-term
and mobile to other firms, sometimes even working for multiple firms
simultaneously. The source of the problem emerges at this junction because after
helping the firm, freelance human capital can take the firm’s core knowledge with
them elsewhere. To avoid this problem, the firm may either (1) assign the
freelance human capital to the firm’s non-core projects (Bidwell, 2009) (which
may not be the best use of such highly skilled talent, not to mention that it may
not even be necessary for the firm to hire freelance human capital for such
peripheral tasks) or (2) try to limit the freelance human capital’s mobility (which
may be difficult given the contractual relationship). Considering this problem, we
analyze when firms hire freelancers and how firms can generate value from them,
from three perspectives—strategic human capital, resource-based view, and
transaction costs theory.

Strategic Human Capital
One of the difficulties in managing permanent human capital is that an employee
can quit at any time (Coff, 1997). In the case of freelance human capital,
termination is an intrinsic element of the contract, in that firms hire freelancers
specifically for a fixed period and then they are contractually obligated to leave.
If freelance human capital are going to depart anyway, it may be better that such
workers do not walk away with the core knowledge of the firm, since the firm
risks losing this knowledge to potential competitors. However, if the freelance
human capital is being under-utilized by assigning such highly skilled talent to
non-essential or peripheral aspects of the firm, this may not necessarily lead to
economic rents. There are several nuances to this logic that are explored in
strategic human capital theory.

First, since freelance human capital is likely to leave the firm after a fixed
period of time, firms can anticipate and determine the appropriate nature of the
work. For example, the firm’s technical knowledge regarding the development of
a new device that must be shared with freelance human capital in order to ensure
the proper development of the product is proprietary knowledge. During the
project, the freelance human capital can sign an enforceable nondisclosure
agreement till the completion of the project. After the new product is revealed in
the market, there is less information asymmetry and risk to the firm. While
freelance human capital can still reveal the tacit aspects of development to
competitors, the focal firm has lead time, which is considered a major advantage
when launching innovative products.
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Since a freelancer’s knowledge is largely portable across firms, including
competitors, a firm may not be able to sustain a competitive advantage. However,
freelance human capital may or may not join a competitor. They may move
vertically on the value chain to cooperators, such as suppliers or clients of the
firm, in which case the sharing of the firm’s knowledge may actually increase
business for the focal firm (Somaya, Williamson, & Lorinkova, 2008). When the
firm is losing a former freelancer, they may want to help them go to a cooperator,
since there is the alumni effect, in that the freelance human capital may persuade
their cooperators to increase the relationship with the freelancer’s prior firm
(Carnahan & Somaya, 2012). This suggests that the mobility of freelance human
capital may be advantageous to the hiring firm.

One of the key factors of gaining a competitive advantage is the development
of firm-specific human capital (Barney & Wright, 1998). Freelance human
capital, by definition, may not have enough time to develop firm-specific human
capital since they are working for a short period in the firm, and therefore firms
looking for human capital to develop firm-specific knowledge may opt to not seek
freelancers (Davis-Blake & Uzzi, 1993). While recent literature has called into
question the relative importance of firm-specific human capital (Kryscynski &
Ulrich, 2015), it is still important to understand how, and if, firm-specific human
capital may be developed among freelance human capital. 

Huckman and Pisano (2006) investigated the mobility of surgeons across
different hospitals and their subsequent performance at these hospitals. This study
can be mapped on to the mobility of freelance human capital across different
firms and their subsequent performance at these firms. Huckman and Pisano
(2006) show that freelancer’s knowledge may be imperfectly portable, in that,
some aspects of their knowledge are firm-specific. Surgeons that have recent
experience at a particular hospital show a performance decrease when they move
to a different hospital. Part of this recent firm-specific knowledge lies in the
familiarity with the assets that the freelancer may have become accustomed to at
the prior firm (Huckman & Pisano, 2006). This suggests that when a freelancer
works for a firm, there is some element of learning that can potentially lead to the
development of firm-specific knowledge even in short-term projects. Also, the
longer the freelance human capital works on these projects, the greater the firm-
specific human capital developed at the firm. Research shows that workers who
are well-advanced in their careers and who do contracting are also likely to
remain and seek long-term contracts (Bidwell & Briscoe, 2009), however as their
skills increase, they are likely to find more contracting opportunities outside the
firm.

While freelance human capital may find it convenient to work on multiple
projects for fewer firms, thereby not having to utilize as much of its social capital
to get new clients, this may hinder the freelancer in the long run. Inadvertently,
freelancers may develop firm-specific knowledge, which hinders mobility to
other firms, especially if the freelancer’s performance drops (Huckman & Pisano,
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2006). Additionally, freelance human capital may not be able to bargain and
appropriate greater returns. Therefore, while firms can gain a competitive
advantage from freelance human capital if they are able to stay and work on
multiple projects, which may enable them to develop firm-specific human capital,
freelancers may be wary of doing so. One way to overcome this problem would
be to incentivize the freelance human capital to invest in firm-specific knowledge,
e.g., stock options (Wang, He, & Mahoney, 2009). However, stock options may
be considered part of employee benefits, which are typically not given to
freelancers and could create internal conflicts among the firm’s permanent human
capital. It is important for firms to explore additional ways that freelance human
capital will invest in firm-specific knowledge.

As mentioned earlier, one source for freelance human capital is an ex-
employee choosing to leave the firm, and then becoming a freelancer for the firm.
One way to prevent the departure of employees to become freelancers in the first
place is possibly to make the human resource (HR) system more “flexible” to the
employee, e.g., by allowing different assignments and tying wages to
performance (Belous, 1989). These may be characteristics that employees prefer,
and may be one way to keep employees from becoming freelance human capital. 

In summary, the firm may be able to sustain a competitive advantage from
freelance human capital by anticipating the nature of their short-term work,
ensure their mobility to cooperators instead of competitors, entice them to stay
longer in the firm by working on multiple projects, incentivize them to invest in
firm-specific knowledge, or try to prevent their transition from permanent human
capital in the first place. Further, it is possible for the firm to hire freelance human
capital as its permanent human capital, and this may be an opportunity for future
research, investigating whether and how often this happens.

Resource-based View
According to the resource-based view, in order for firms to sustain a competitive
advantage, their freelance human capital must be valuable, rare, inimitable, and
non-substitutable resources (Barney, 1991). From the outset, the notion that firms
can use freelance human capital to provide critical services that are important to
the firm’s competitive advantage seems at odds with the resource-based view of
the firm (Huckman & Pisano, 2006; Lepak & Snell, 1999). While Lepak and Snell
(1999) designate contract workers as low skilled labor that are neither valuable
nor rare, highly skilled freelance human capital may indeed be both valuable and
rare. However, freelance human capital may not necessarily be inimitable since
the freelancer can leave and provide comparable services to competitors, thereby
imitating the knowledge created at the firm (Huckman & Pisano, 2006).

In order for freelance human capital to be more valuable, they may need to
develop unique knowledge, which may require path dependency (Lepak & Snell,
1999). This is less likely with freelance human capital, unless the firm can keep
its human capital for a long duration. Even after such a long duration the
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freelancer may choose to leave, in which case the firm loses the knowledge
anyway. Therefore, it may be best to utilize freelance human capital for non-core
elements of the firm (Bidwell, 2009), so as not to risk losing the valuable
knowledge and resources to a competitor. Lepak and Snell (1999, 2002) further
recommend a compliance-based HR system. This will ensure that the freelance
human capital focus not only on the economic aspects of the contractual
relationship, but also comply with the firm’s rules and regulations. 

If freelance human capital work on the non-core competencies in the firm,
then they may be generic and substitutable, and therefore firms are less likely to
achieve a competitive advantage from their freelance human capital. In practice,
highly skilled freelance human capital are not generally utilized in this manner,
but rather are frequently assigned to the firm’s core competencies. Therefore,
freelance human capital may be valuable, rare, and non-substitutable resources,
however, unless the firm can prevent their mobility to competitor firms, they may
not be inimitable. This finding is similar to one of the findings drawn above from
strategic human capital theory, and therefore similar strategies discussed in that
section to limit freelance human capital mobility may be applied here as well. In
the next section, we investigate how firms can reduce their employment costs
along with increasing flexibility through contracting with freelance human
capital.

Transaction Costs Theory
Transaction costs theory can help inform the decision to pursue freelance or
permanent human capital. There are several key differences in the transaction
costs of managing freelance versus permanent human capital. The relationship
with freelance human capital is often an arm’s length contract with the firm,
where the firm pays a fixed price for the project and clarifies the requirements in
a written contract. Compared to freelance human capital, firms provide
permanent human capital time and attention for training and career development,
a salary plus bonuses, vacation days, pension and benefits, and supervision along
with an annual performance review (Bidwell, 2009; Bidwell & Briscoe, 2009;
Chadwick & Flinchbaugh, 2013). There may be some additional differences
among the hiring of permanent human capital, depending on whether the firm is
hiring novice or experienced employees (Chauradia, 2015). Experienced human
capital may be closer to independent contractors than novice employees, since
experienced human capital also do not need much training and supervision. One
of the sources for independent contractors is such experienced employees who
choose to leave the firm and become freelancers.

Freelance human capital is appropriate when firms do not need to monitor
worker performance, since worker performance can still be correctly and
efficiently deployed (Mahoney, 2005; Williamson, 1975). One of the reasons the
firm exists is to monitor and gather information on its employees’ performance
and contribution to the firm (Alchian & Demsetz, 1972). Firms that can easily
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gather information on worker efforts are more likely to use freelance human
capital effectively. In the contract between the firm and freelance human capital,
if the outcomes can be explicitly and clearly stated, then the firm is better off
using a “nexus of contracts” with its freelance human capital (Jensen & Meckling,
1976). In reality, firms are often hybrid organizations that use both freelance and
permanent human capital depending on the nature of the work.

Projects and assignments that are less firm-specific and that have lower risk
for information asymmetry may also be better candidates for working with
freelance human capital (Williamson, 1975); these projects do not require loyalty,
commitment, or extended continuity with the firm (Rousseau & Parks, 1993).
Firms are also more likely to use freelance human capital when the project is not
repetitive (Masters & Miles, 2002). Changes to the project may require
consultation with regards to the contractual agreements between the firm and
freelancers (Williamson, 1975). The costs of renegotiating such contracts are
high, and therefore the firm may consider internalizing freelance human capital.
The two options—freelance or permanent human capital—lie on a spectrum and
transaction costs can help determine when a particular option is more cost
effective for the firm.

4. Managing Freelance Human Capital and Permanent Human Capital

Firms are often comprised of a blended workforce that has a mix of permanent
human capital and freelance human capital. Research shows that a blended
workforce may have different perceptions of satisfaction and other issues that
may lead to internal conflicts in the firm (Broschak, Davis-Blake, & Block, 2008;
Davis-Blake, Broschak, & George, 2003; Wilkin, 2013). First, freelancers, on
average, earn more wages than permanent employees (Kunda, Barley, & Evans,
2002), and this fact can create conflict among permanent employees. Essentially,
firms are requiring permanent human capital to work with freelance human
capital (Davis-Blake et al., 2003), to get them up to speed on the work that needs
to be done. While permanent human capital may perceive that freelancers are not
needed in the firm, they may still be forced to work with them and may be given
additional tasks from this new work relationship even though permanent human
capital may not be getting paid more from the relationship.

Firms often want to give projects to the highly skilled freelance human
capital, possibly at the expense of giving it to the permanent human capital in the
firm (Pfeffer & Baron, 1988). However, while permanent employees may
perceive that the firm thinks of freelancers as replacements, another possibility is
the firm is thinking of supplementing or complementing their permanent human
capital (Burke & Cowling, 2015; Lautsch, 2002). For example, bringing in
freelance human capital may help permanent human capital benchmark
themselves against the labor market, and it may be used by the firm to motivate
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their existing human capital to learn from the freelancers and improve their work
in the firm. Conveying such information to permanent employees may be
important to manage the mix and reduce the tension permanent human capital
may be feeling. 

As the hiring of freelance human capital increases, the trust of permanent
human capital inside the firm may decrease (George, 2003). Permanent human
capital may feel the firm is less committed to them, and as a result, permanent
human capital may show less commitment to the firm. This is especially likely if
resources are given to freelance human capital, and therefore, fewer resources
may be going to permanent human capital. This is quite problematic since the
nature of the employment relationship between permanent human capital and the
firm is built more on trust than is the relationship between freelance human
capital and the firm.

Since freelance human capital are frequently ex-employees, permanent
human capital may learn from freelance human capital of outside job
opportunities (Matusik & Hill, 1998), and may become freelance as well, thereby
benefitting individually from the blended workforce (Davis-Blake et al., 2003).
This may be problematic since the firm is losing permanent human capital to the
market, and the firm may end up paying the former permanent human capital
more wages as a freelancer for the same work they previously did as permanent
human capital. In sum, there are several challenges for firms trying to manage the
mix of permanent and freelance human capital, and firms need to take an active
approach to managing this complex relationship.

5. Emerging Trends and Future Opportunities for Research

The roles and responsibilities of freelance human capital have evolved with time.
The growing economy has necessitated that firms seek new ways of finding the
right talent, developing the desired skills, and sharing expertise. According to
Forbes, firms’ growing reliance on consultants, intermittent employees, and
contingent labor is a strategically chosen approach to meet the needs of this
growing economy (Ettling, 2014). The emergence of terminology such as the
“independent professional teams4,” “online outsourcers,” “permatemp,” or
“super temp,” are related concepts associated with freelance human capital. As
more individuals seek autonomy, control, flexibility, potentially high rewards,
and freedom, the supply of freelance human capital is growing. Firms will have
to move away from merely treating freelancers as a stop gap solution to including
them in the processes that are traditionally reserved for the permanent workforce:

4. Independent professional teams are a team of self-employed experts with high levels of
entrepreneurial orientation. These teams are regularly self-managed and rely on the sharing of
leadership responsibilities (Muethel & Hoegl, 2013).
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onboarding, corporate learning, expertise sharing, performance reviews, and
succession planning.

Based on the above literature review, research supports the existence of
freelance human capital, and theoretically compares and contrasts freelance
human capital with permanent and other types of human capital. However, an area
of research lacking conclusive findings centers on the appropriate mix of
freelance and permanent human capital that can enable firms to generate a
competitive advantage. The rise of freelance human capital is creating conflicts
and tension among existing permanent human capital and the management of
these two groups of human capital in the firm for firms to seek competitive
advantages. Firms may need to communicate the need for freelance human capital
to permanent human capital, so there is a clear understanding as to the reason the
firm has brought them in. This increased communication can alleviate any
concerns of permanent human capital, such as the assumption that freelancers
earn more; indeed freelance human capital earn more wages, but they do not
receive benefits that permanent human capital do. Communicating the value of
the benefits could be one way to convince permanent human capital that the
overall earnings of both sets of human capital in the firm may be on par with one
another.

With the rise of freelance human capital, the U.S. Department of Labor is
creating new laws that classify more freelancers as employees, in an attempt to
collect more tax revenue (Idalski, 2005). For example, according to the
Department of Labor and Workforce Development, New Jersey adopted a new
test that needs to be met in order for an individual to be considered an independent
contractor and not an employee: 1) the employer does not exercise control over
the employee, 2) services performed are “outside” the usual course of business,
and 3) the individual’s profession persists after termination. It is important to
understand how the different categorizations of human capital and the
implications of these new state laws can impact the firm’s hiring of freelance
human capital and subsequently its performance. 

In this chapter, we reviewed the current research in freelance human capital
in order to provide some guidance to scholars. There remain many opportunities
to explore the relationship between firms, freelance human capital, and permanent
human capital. We analyze freelance human capital from the theories of strategic
human capital, resource-based view, and transaction cost economics, however
there are other theories from which freelance human capital can be studied from
that we do not explore in this chapter, such as HR management and labor
economics. As freelance human capital continues to grow and become a huge part
of the global economy, it is important to continue to research and understand the
nuances of freelance human capital and their interaction with the firm.
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